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— France 

By Julie Zorrilla, Partner at Navacelle Law 

In 2016, France was one of the first European countries to introduce whistleblower 
protection laws. However, a 2019 European directive1 has made French law less 
protective than the European framework. A transposition should have taken place 
before December 17 in the national legislation. Although a draft law is under 
consideration, France is behind on this transposition; the latter should therefore come 
out within the next few months.2 

This memorandum presents the main lines of the legislation currently in force, regarding 
the whistleblowers in France, and the major modifications expected by the upcoming 
transposition. 

The Conditions for Being a Whistleblower Will Be Loosened 
Under the New Directive 

Whistleblower is “a physical person who reports, selflessly and in good faith, a crime or an 
offence, a serious and obvious breach of an international commitment duly ratified or 
approved by France, of a unilateral act from an international organization issued on the 
basis of such commitment, of law or regulation, or a serious threat or harm to the public 
interest, of which he has personal knowledge.”3 

The broad definition of the whistleblower can be divided into five characteristics:  

1. the whistleblower must be a natural person; 
2. the whistleblower must have acquired personal knowledge of the reported 

information; 
3. the whistleblower must be selfless; 
4. the whistleblower must have issued the report in good faith, in that the reported 

information must show indications of corruption in order for the whistleblower 
not to be accused of having wanted to harm someone else; and 

5. the reported information must be serious and obvious. 
 

Under the current legislation, a natural person who meets the above conditions and 
respects the reporting mechanism set out by the law is protected from various types of 
administrative, civil, and criminal lawsuits.4 Thus, the identity of the whistleblower and 
that of the person(s) referred by the report, as well as the information received, must 
remain confidential.5 And revealing information that could lead to the identification of a 
whistleblower is punishable by up to two years’ imprisonment and a criminal fine of up 
to 30,000 euros. A legal authority may face a criminal fine of up to five times this 
amount, i.e., 150,000 euros. 
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With the transposition of the directive, the infringement will no longer have to be 
serious or manifest if it is obtained within a professional context. The “disinterested” 
condition is replaced by the prohibition of direct financial profit. (The previous criterion 
was problematic for employees seeking compensation from unlawful termination.) 6 The 
information will no longer have to come from personal knowledge; the whistleblower 
will be able to retell secondhand information.7 The protection is also extended beyond 
employees to public servants, self-employed workers, shareholders, etc. 

The protection will also apply to natural persons assisting the whistleblower, as well as 
relatives exposed to retaliation from the employer.8 There is currently a parliamentary 
debate as to whether nonprofit organizations might also benefit from this protection.9 

Whistleblowers Will Soon Be Able to Alert External 
Authorities without Going Through Internal Procedures 
Beforehand 

As of January 1, 2018, and pursuant to Article 8 of Sapin II and the April 19, 2017 Decree 
No 2017-564,10 any company in France with more than 50 employees11 for at least 12 
consecutive months or throughout the previous three years, state administrations, 
communes with over 10 000 inhabitants, public establishments of inter-municipal 
cooperation, and “departments or regions that have an interest for the public institutions 
of intercommunal cooperation with a rate of 10 000 inhabitants”12 must adopt 
“appropriate procedures to receive concerns from employees and external/occasional 
collaborators” who report crimes, misdemeanors, or serious and blatant violations of the 
law, regulations, international commitments, unilateral acts of international 
organizations, or threats or serious damages to the public interest.13 

A three-step reporting mechanism is to be set out by the current legislation: 

1. Internal reporting channel: The whistleblower must bring the facts “to the 
knowledge of his direct or indirect superior, his employer or somebody” “designated 
by his employer to that effect.” 14 

2. Communication to the competent authorities: “In the event that the person who 
received the reported information fails to diligently [...]verify the admissibility of said 
report within a reasonable time,” its issuer may address the judicial authority, the 
administrative authority, or the professional bodies.15 

3. Disclosure to the public: “[a]s a last resort, [if the authority referred to] fails to 
address the issue within three months, the reported information may be made 
public,”16 e.g., communicated to the media, associations, NGO, or unions. 
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Derogation from the application of this procedure is possible in the event of serious and 
imminent danger or if there is a risk of irreversible damage. In both cases, the 
whistleblower can address the competent authorities or make his/her report public 
directly.17 

Under the new directive, the whistleblower will have the option to contact the 
authorities without going through internal procedures beforehand.18 This significantly 
increases the pressure on companies to provide satisfactory treatment of internal alerts 
to make it sufficiently attractive to employees. 
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1 Directive (EU) 2019/1937 on the protection of persons who report breaches of EU law. 
2 Proposition of law aiming to better the protection of whistleblowers, to be discussed by the French Senate on the 
19th and 20th of January 2022. 

3 Article 6 of the Sapin II Law No 2016-1691 of December 9, 2016. 
4 For example, the whistleblower benefits from disciplinary immunity. He/she is therefore protected against any 
disciplinary measure or sanction, discrimination, or unfavorable measure based on the fact that he/she has reported 
an act. And current French law establishes an exemption of criminal liability in the case of the disclosure of certain 
secrets protected by law (barring the secrets excluded by the scope of application of the reporting mechanism), 
provided cumulatively that (i) the issuer fits the definition of the whistleblower, (ii) the disclosure of the secret must 
be necessary and proportionate, and (iii) the disclosure must be done within the framework of the whistleblowing 
mechanism. 

5 Article 9 of the Sapin II Law No 2016-1691 of December 9, 2016. 
6 Article 1 of the Proposition of law aiming to better the protection of whistleblowers (“A whistleblower is a natural 
person who signals or divulges, without direct financial reward and in good faith: I. information obtained in its 
professional activity [regardless of the serious or manifest nature of the infringement] (…) II. any other information (…) on 
a serious violation”). 

7 Article 1 of the Proposition of law aiming to better the protection of whistleblowers no longer mentions the notion 
of personal knowledge. 

8 Article 2 of the Proposition of law aiming to better the protection of whistleblowers (“[protections of whistleblowers] 
also apply to: (1) enablers, in the sense of persons assisting the whistleblower to the signaling (…) (2) natural persons 
related to the whistleblower (…) susceptible to retaliation”). 

9 While the Proposition mentions such a protection, an amendment deposited by the French Senate (who does not 
hold the final word in the legislative processes, means to suppress the protection as “certain associations employ 
reprehensible methods and ideology to promote their ideology and attack practices they oppose.” (Amendment 
deposited by Mme Havet to the Article 2, al 3 of the law.) 

10 This decree is an application decree which specifies the implementation conditions of legal requirements. 
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11 The workforce count is determined according to the terms of article L1111-2 of the Labor Code (“The number of 
employees in the company is calculated in accordance with the following provisions: (1) employees holding a full-time 
indefinite work contract and homeworkers are fully taken into account in the workforce of the company; (2) employees 
with a fixed-term employment contract, employees with an intermittent employment contract, employees placed at the 
disposal of the company by an external company who are present on the company's premises and have worked in the 
company for at least one year, and temporary employees, are taken into account in the workforce of the company in 
proportion to the time spent at the company during the previous twelve months. However, employees with a fixed-term 
employment contract and employees made available by an external company, including temporary employees, are 
excluded from the workforce count when they replace an employee who is absent or whose employment contract is 
suspended, in particular on account of maternity, adoption, or parental leave; (3) part-time employees, irrespective of 
the type of employment contract, are taken into account by dividing the total sum of the hours included in their 
employment contracts by the legal or contractual duration of work”) and article L1111-3 of the Labor Code (“Are not 
taken into account in the calculation of the workforce of the enterprise: (a) Apprentices; (b) Holders of an initiative-
employment contract, during the period of allocation of the financial assistance mentioned in Article L. 5134-72; (4) 
holders of a support contract during employment during the period of allocation of the financial assistance mentioned in 
Article L. 5134-30; (5) holders of a professionalization contract up to term provided for in the contract when it is for a 
fixed period or until the end of the professionalization action when the contract is for an indefinite period.”) 

12 Decree No 2017-564 of April 19, 2017. 
13 Barring national security interests, client-patient confidentiality and attorney-client privilege. 
14 Pursuant to the article 4 of the Decree No 2017-564 of April 19, 2017, the whistleblower officer can be “a natural 
person, an entity governed by public law or private law, with or without a legal personality”, he may be “external to the 
company” and he must have, “by his position, the competence, the authority and the means to carry out his mission”. 

15 Article 8 I of the Sapin II Law No 2016-1691 of December 9, 2016. 
16 Article 8 I of the Sapin II Law No 2016-1691 of December 9, 2016. 
17 Article 8 II of the Sapin II Law No 2016-1691 of December 9, 2016. 
18 Article 3 of the Proposition of law aiming to better the protection of whistleblowers (“Whistleblowers (…) benefit 
from the legally provided protections (…); (1) if, (…) they proceed to an internal signaling (2) if the proceed to an internal 
signaling (…) after an internal signaling or directly”). 


